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The additivity of gas chromatographic interactions expressed bjr retention 
indices is discussed. Some examples are presented to demonstrate the applicahihty 
of the method in practice. 

In the cozlrse of investigations on the relationship between retention index 
and molecuIar structure, we decided to examine also the additivity of the components 
of the retention index interaction (I& and/or individual interactions (f,,). After study- 
ing the literature on gas chromatographic interactions, it was decided that this efT?ect 
would be taken into account in our work, recognizing the necessity of the distinction 
between effects of five kinds of interaction forces, according to Rohrschneider’ and 
Kovdts2. 

Althou& the interaction index contribution depends on coIumn temperature, 
in addition to the qua&y of the substance examined and of the stationary phase used, 
ad&e widespreadpractical application of the increments determined is difficult, the 
c&ulations are interesting from a theoretical viewpoint. Benzene derivatives wereused 
as model substances and squaIane, PEG-1540 and the Citrogex A/4 wereused as 
stationary phases at @O.O”. 

-THE&ETIcAL 
-. 

_’ 

The.‘retention index consists of the following additive components3: 

: -2 = 2,&l;, + Ii = r, + I, (1) 

where -- 
1. -=‘the retention index under isothe_ti conditions, in index units (Lg.); 
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1,: = atomic .index contribution (&); ’ . ; 

4 A bond index con&hueon (i-u_); . . .: -. _:.- -- -. -... .. .-t .-. . 

.- -4 =~intera&ik~~ i+xltiontribution. ({AZ.); .-. 
-1, 7 molectilti index contribu~on (ik):- :. 

The interbtion index contribution (IJ consistsof two additive ‘components :: I 
-._ . 

ii 4 Ii* i ril 6 

where 
4, _= the average interaction index contribufick <i-u.); 1 .. 
III = the individual interaction index contribution (i.u.); ’ ’ ’ 
The average interaction index contribution is due -to. dispersion forces, while 

the individual interaction index contribution is due to other interaction forces, and 
it follows that Ii1 is virtually zero OQ squalane. The individual interaction _index 
contribution is zero by definition on a non-polar (apolar) standard stationary phase. 

The average interaction index contribution was established by definition for 
any stationary phase: 

_ 

-II, = ” (3) 
-: : 

K&ving that IC, = If’ for ai;y substance bd any stationary phase; 1: can be ca&ulated 
as follows: 

,&= p- pq= IF--- I,“=If+Iip,-~~=Ip (4) 

Thus, eqn. 4 means-that if the value of Al is known, the individuai interaction index 
contributions can be determined. __ ... 

_ On squaIa&e as stationary phase a$ LCKLO”, the ratio of the~mokcular and.inter- 
action index contributions is - ._. 

. 
1 _- + = 1 - 3 00 

.t.; _- 7 
83. x _ _ 0 . 

Thus 

exnaiIc (iiYU.O?j .= (4/3) zq _ - : (6) 
._ ~omsmund 

r 
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-i-hereafter the index values of the individual increments can be calculated as outlined 
in part -& ori a thermodynamic basis: _.- : ‘: 

Z;” = 11, = ii.1 i_ ii.z +_ iim3 + - - - 37) 
.: 

where ir = interaction indrement. .- 

Similarly, I ; ._ ... . 
., : ,1 .- -;.:- 

G = ii~,~ -k iLf.2’+ ii,.; -C -_ : - : .- -@I: 

In conm&& ~&&II &is, it s&&E & tioed t&k. ‘a.$ -6~pc&d .fu bond’-increments;. 
I thesevalue&iepend on the stationa&. &&e~_and- the~&&mn~tempemt~.; .. !. 



-VALUES OF THE5 INTERACriC?N INCREMENTS OF AROMATKC COMPOUNDS ON 
SQUALANJZ AT 100.0” 

VALUES OF THE INTER4cTION INCREMENTS OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS ON 
PEG-1540 AT DI FFEEtENT COLUMN TEMPEEtATURES 
- 

-Glak Value (i.14.) 

10i?.0” ZZO.0” 120.0” 

zaza&a ., 50.38 50.74 51.10 



THf)LE XV :: 

COiMPARISON OF MEASURED+ -AND CALCULATED .REXENTION &DICES OF 1,3,5; 
TRIMETHYiBENZENE ON PEG-1540 AT DIFFERENT COLUMN TEMPERATURES 

cdmln R&e&ha index (Lx) Diflereece 
temperature 
(“C)- Mea.wted4 CalcuL2ted 

(i.u.) 

100.0 1255.0 1254.6 +0.4 
110.0 1262.1 1261.8 to.3 
12&O 1268.7 1269.0 -0.3 



Iti is :obvious from thi -cod& that the value for 1,3,54rime$hylbenzene can be 
obtained’ from the. increments for ‘betine, toluene and rtz-xylene. The numerical 
values a& giv& in, Tab& I-III. 

.: The measured’ .aird calculated retention indices for 1,3,Wrimeth~lbenzene 
on PEG-I 540 are compared in Table IY at different column temperatures. The results 
are most &co&aging. The possibilities inherent in the method become apparent if 
the data in Table Y ati considered. These .data demonstrate well tie individual con- 
tributions, i.e., that approximations cannot be made by using “average” values. 
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